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Background: Poor adherence to anti-hypertensive medications has caused increased cardiovascular risk and death. Nigerians have been shown to have a worse prognosis from hypertension, poor blood pressure control, and increased risk of complications arising from poor adherence to anti-hypertension medication. Objective: The objective of this study was to assess anti-h...

Horner’s syndrome and fever: An unusual presentation of the giant cell arteritis
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The authors present a case of a histologically confirmed giant cell arteritis that presented unusually with fever and Horner’s syndrome. The aetiology of the presenting features and the treatment choices are discussed. ...

Emergencies Hypertensive: A long term follow-up of renal function with pharmacological and Non Pharmacological therapy
Background: Patients who experience emergencies (HEs) and urgencies (HUs) hypertensive are at high risk for developing clinical complications such as ischemic attack, acute renal injury, or any other ischemic organ damage.

Methods: We reported a case of 45 year-old female admitted to our Emergency Medicine Department for cefalea. The clinical characteristics at admis ...